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in-region villages and include cleaner, masks, gloves, and other essential goods to stop the spread of disease. 
One Alaska Native regional corporation committed $50,000 to support in-region needs, particularly food 
security, sent care packages to Elders and school-age youth in its villages, and is facilitating regular region-
wide COVID-19 response meetings with tribal and community leaders."

(ancsaregional.com, 10/10/2020).

There are over 170 Alaska Native Village and Urban Corporations, or ANCs, in Alaska. Each ANC has 
unique concerns related to land access, water rights, and subsistence hunting and fishing practices. Many 
Native Alaskan Villages are also dealing with contaminated lands; mining debris, crumbling infrastructure, 
and deserted federal projects. In a state that covers nearly 700,000 square miles, there are many different 
concerns facing Native Alaskans. The outreach ANVCA provides to each ANC takes many different forms; 
financial, legal, technological, representational, educational, organizational and cultural. It is imperative to the 
success of every village, that each local story be heard, and the according concerns and needs be addressed. 
By operating in an inclusive capacity, accepting all Native Alaskans as members, ANVCA is truly an advocacy 
organization. They encourage the participation of everyone, and promote becoming a full member so that 
they can vote on important issues facing ANVCA. The annual convention is a celebratory time where the true 
scope of ANVCA network can be seen. 

This August, the Federal government was looking to expedite the Census data gathering and end it early, 
on 9/30/20 instead of 10/31/20 as planned. This made ANVCA take notice. ANVCA drafted a letter to the 
Census Bureau advocating for Alaskans to have as much time for data collection as possible. The letter 
explained some of the geographical and logistical challenges that Alaska Native Villages face, as well as the 
fact that "Alaska is currently last among all states in census self-reporting rates," (ANVCA, press release 
8/7/20). ANVCA also took moves to help educate Native Alaskans about the importance of their participation 
in the Federal 2020 Census by announcing online informational sessions and zoom meetings on their FB page.

Lastly, in 2020, along with Senators Murkowski, Sullivan, and the Alaska Federation of Natives (AFN), 
ANVCA filed briefs to support the assertion that ANCs (Alaska Native Corp) are eligible to receive CARES ACT 
tribal relief funds. This required extra fundraising and solicitation of pro-bono legal assistance, as well as the 
acquisition of expensive professional services that were not originally budgeted items. These actions proved 
successful when the D.C. District Court's Decision ruled in favor of including ACNs as eligible entities for 
CARES ACT funding this June. However, in September, this case was appealed, and the U.S. Court of Appeals 
opinion was that ANCs are not eligible for CARES Act funding. ANVCA vowed to continue their fight.

Organizational Focus* 
Please select the organizational focus from the list below that best matches your organization's mission and 
services.

Other

Organization's operating revenue for the last completed fiscal year* 
$344,336.00

Organization's operating expenses for the last completed fiscal year* 
$286,815.00
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